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EDITORIAL
Kindergarten
Readiness
Lillian V. Grissen
In the hollow of an old tree in the heart of Africa , a
small egg hatched . The bird-father scurried for food
while the bird-mother continued to sit . Two days later a
second egg hatched . The female joined her mate . To
gether the parent-birds cemented the opening with
mud and spittle until only the long , slender beaks could
penetrate into the opening to drop a grub or insect to
the babies within . They would continue until the babies
were ready , ready to face a dangerous world outside the
nest.
The little birds grew . One day the firstborn chipped
away the mortar so carefully built by its parents . Perched
on the craggy opening , it cocked its cautious head east
and west and then fluttered its wings to freedom , mo
mentarily . It returned and with painstaking care re-ce
mented the opening until again only an innocent crev
ice remained through which the bird-parents could con
tinue to feed the second little one .
Two days later the second-born emerged , and all the
birds flew away .
A camera hidden in the tree (opposite the trunk
opening) was operated by Audubon scientists to docu
ment the event with vivid accuracy .
The birds , in a sense , emerged each in the fullness of
his own time . A calendar did not inform the two birds
which would exit first. Although the eggs hatched only
two days apart , they did not simultaneously emerge
from the protective tree . The readiness , no doubt, was
God-designed , and the little ones knew when to leave
the nest. No tests were used to determine the appropri
ate time , the time of readiness .
In a very similar way , readine ss is important in the de
velopment of an unborn child . A little child born earlier
than expected is called premature and is given special
life-preserving care .
But in Christian schools the concept of readiness is ig
nored too often . Acceptance into Christian school kin
dergartens should be based on intellectual , physical , so
cial , and emotional readiness . With God ' s children there
can be no " average " readiness ; each child is unique .
In the majority of Christian schools , the board , with
the cooperation of the administration , sets a date by
which any would-be-kindergartener will be " ready " for
Page 4

school . Kare n , born two days after the magic date must
wait until she is s ix years old , but Keith born two weeks
earlier is ready . No matter that by the fifth year girls , on
an average , are at least six months ahead of boys; the
calendar knows better.
But can a calendar really determine re adiness? W hen
babies get their first teeth , take their first steps , say their
first words , the occasions are so important mothers share
these ' ' firsts ' ' with each other:--tSo metimes mothers ex
perience a great concern if their little one is ''behind ' '
in any of the developments . These differences in rates of
development continue throughout early childhood . Is
there then suddenly a catch-up day in the child ' s fifth
year on which all developments have caught up with
each other?

PROBLEM
The variation in the readiness of kindergarten children
creates problems for the child , the school , and the par
ents . These problems tag along throughout thirteen or
more years (sometimes non-ready children are later
" held back " to catch up ; this hurts!) until graduation ,
and for some students , ever thereafter in the form of a
permanently damaged self-concept . This is particularly
true in Christian schools where students interact in the
same group for the thirteen years when peers and cir
cumstances make their deepest and most enduring im
print on young folks . No matter how we Christian edu
cators label groups , we cannot soften the hurt of the
ones who find themselves in the lower groups .
Widely different children greet the kindergarten
teachers : Pre-school " graduates " and the television
trained , the l-ean-do-it-myself and the chronic depen
dent, the pusher and the puller, the tease and the cry
baby , the tool-adept and the scribbler, ad infinitum .
Chronological age doesn ' t account for all the differ
ences , to be sure , but much difference does stem from
simple differences in developmental levels . I recall , with
some professional shame , the speech of an outstanding
opthamologist about the different rates of development
of a child ' s eye and vision and how this affects his ability
to read!
That a kindergarten teacher earns a deep respect and
admiration from parents and an enduring love from her
pupils surprises no one . What does surprise me , though ,
is that so many kindergarten teachers endure . Even the
best kindergarten teacher could do more if a different
method of accepting children into kindergarten were ef
fected in Christian schools .

SOLUTION
A method other than calendar-command should and
could be developed by and inaugurated in Christian
schools . Our commitment to the concept that each child
is a unique creature should encourage us to recognize
differences which may not be ignored . Christian educa
tors are committed to considering education in terms of
the individual . This demands that Christian education
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be tuneJ to the optimum time during which a child is
developmentally capable of doing specific learning and
socializing rather than , as is often done , be based on ad.
.
mm1strat1ve convemence .
Readiness testing is not a new concept , and testing or
kindergarten readiness is in effect in some areas of
public education , perhaps in some areas of Christian
education also, but of them I am unaware . Perhaps the
reason that it is not more common is that it apparently is
not cost-effective . Before that judgment can be ac
cepted , however, we must look past the immediate cost
and time consumption to the cost of not testing in the
lives of many individuals who were , perhaps , not ready
when the magic date on the calendar appeared . It is
somewhat surprising that more Christian educators have
grasped neither the necessity for readiness testing nor its
advantages .
Negative connotation often attaches to the very idea
of testing . We are sick of testing for this and testing for
that . But how many Christian school children would be
in another grade if kindergarten entrance tests were giv
en? How many children would be doing better in a grade
corresponding more closely to his level of development ?
That is what counts .
Pre-kindergarten screening programs are necessary to
determine whether or not a child is developmentally
ready for school , no matter what his chronological age .
Dr. Victor Zike , an Iowa psychologist , said , " Grade
placement shouldn ' t be by the pound or by the inch .
There can be two years ' difference in children of the
same chronological age . In behavior age , those of five
can range from four to six . ' '
Brain power may be ready , Zike said , but develop
mentally the child is not . " If a child can ' t cope comfort
ably , he' II cut corners to adjust . ' '
Testing programs are available or can be individually
developed by schools themselves . Recommendations for
and descriptions of various kinds need not be presented
here; the concept of pre-kindergarten screening needs to
be accepted , both by Christian educators and parents .
Some parents , wisely , keep their children home an
additional year . Others who might wisely feel their
children should be in school earlier have no similar op
tion . Many parents , equally interested in their childre n ,
need t o b e convinced . A misplaced pride may make a
parent falter at this innovation , but parents are usually
openminded .
Kindergarten pre-screening is a procedure which
should include many components . Teachers and admin
istrators should attend training sessions and adapt what
is learned to their local situation. Evaluations of readi
ness in speech , language , vision , muscle development ,
coordination , and social skills , plus conversations with
the parents , are necessary .
Of course kindergarten pre-screening will not remove
all academic problems or slowness , but it will be a great
step in reducing the range in which every teacher oper
ates . This alone would permit more concentration rather
Febru a ry I M a rch, 1982

than diffusion of content and methods and would thus
be more helpful to students . But more important than
any other reason is that it would be a natural , kind , and
productive way to provide every child with the optimum
development and skill needed to learn what he must and
can learn at any given level during the thirteen forma
tive years of his life .
It can demonstrate in a convincing way our willingness
to place the uniqueness of every child created in the im
age of God above an arbitrary , man-made fiat of readi
ness which too often serves the institution better than
the child for whom the institution exists .
It is time for Christian schools to move ahead .

�0���® lliJ®[fi]�
"as mined from freshman college themes"
' ' This poem is hard to get sick of. ' '
" Martin Luther nailed 95 theses about indulgences on a
church door which the people of his day were involved
in . ' '
" To be Reformed the most important thing we must do
is totally deprave ourselves . Total depravity is a must for
Reformed Christians . ' '
' ' The basic beliefs of Luther which form the principle
(sic) parts of Reformed Church doctrine are Tulip . ' '
" Reformed history goes back to the Reformation and
Martin Luther King . ' '
" Total depravity means that everything is evil in the
sight of the Lord . "
' ' The Ten Commandments are a prime example of rules
given by the Bible to guide us . ' '
' ' The Reformed faith originated in Holland!' '
" We perceive Mary as being sinful man . "
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Philosophy in the Christian
John Van Dyke
During the last few decades the Christian school move
ment has become increasingly convinced of the need for
a sound, if not distinctive, curriculum. Of course , the
question of subject matter has always occupied an im
portant place in our reflection about Christian educa
tion. Nevertheless, our calling and task to work out an
integrally Christian curriculum is now more clearly un
derstood than ever before. And although the debate
about the relative merits of child-centered and subj ect
oriented education continues to live among us , there
can be no doubt that today the need to do justice to
both the student and the curriculum expresses the most
widely accepted viewpoint. Most Christian educators

will agree wit� Dr. N. H . Beversluis' that part of the

distinctiveness of the Christian school lies in keeping the
child and the curriculum together . Beversluis says
(Toward a Theology of Education, pg. 30):
You decide that Christians in education should
reject as abhorrent either a child-centered or a
curriculum-centered approach in educational
philosophy. You refuse to get caught up on the
pendulum-swing between personality aims and
knowledge aims, as is the case in much of secular
education. Your school will do right by both the
child and the curriculum. You will aim at the
child's response in learning: a vital , participatory ,
active response. Response to what ? To the en
counter of the school's curriculum, a curriculum of
formative, disciplining, liberating arts and sci
ences.
The Christian high school is no exception . There , too ,
both the students and the curriculum form the pivots on
which the entire program turns, although it may be
argued that on the high school level subject matter is
even more important than in the elementary school .
Mter all, the high school student is more mature and
independent, and he frequently requires less personal
attention then the younger elementary school pupils .
Surely we can expect from the high school student a
greater ability to absorb and work with difficult ideas .
The high school curriculum should indeed challenge
young people to their fullest capacities b y providing a
full range of significant curricular experiences .
Yet in looking over a typical list of subjects taught in
john Van Dy k is professor of philo.roply
Iowa.
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High School

the typical Christian high school, one is struck by a con
spicuous omission: there is no course in philosophy.
Plenty of English, mathematics, science, and so on, but
no philosophy. Beversluis says:
. . . you believe all young persons, "slow" as well
as "fast" learners, need history and literature and
math and science and geography and biography
and art and music and physical-fducation, as well
as the basic skills that go along with them. They
need such subjects for religious reasons; the same
reasons that require Bible and church history and
doctrinal studies (p. 30).
Beversluis' list of required courses is quite standard. No
one can deny that the courses listed by Beversluis are
very important and should be taken by all young peo
ple. But why is philosophy not included? Is there no
religious reason, to use Beversluis' term, for offering
philosophy to high school students?
The absence of philosophical studies from the curric
ulum becomes even more puzzling when we recall that
among Calvinists philosophy is generally regarded as a
worthwhile, even necessary, subject. At least, the need
for a Christian philosophy of life or a Christian
philosophy of education, for example, is widely
recognized. In view of this, should we not acquiant
young people with philosophy as well as with history,
literature, and the sciences?
But perhaps philosophy is too difficult, too abstract,
and too complex for high school students; it should real
ly be reserved for college-level education. This argu
ment, however, is not very convincing. Surely if high
school students can learn algebra and physics and
theology, they can learn philosophy. Besides, by confin
ing subjects like philosophy to the college level, we deny
many of Christian young people, namely, all those who
do not go to college, an opportunity to benefit from
philosophy.
Again, one might argue that philosophy need not be
considered as a subject in the high school curriculum,
since, by and large, philosophy is irrelevant. This argu
ment is advanced mostly by people who have had some
experience with the typical North American style of
philosophizing, that is , with analytic or linguistic phi
losophy. And indeed , frequently much of this sort of
philosophy, particularly the " logic-chopping " kind , is
of little use, either to high school students or to anyone
else. The irrelevance of much of typical linguistic philos
ophy is becoming increasingly recognized in society at
large. However, the fact that one kind of philosophizing
tends to be esoteric and irrelevant does not mean that
therefore all philosophy is useless and irrelevant.
A third argument against the introduction of philos
ophy into the Christian high school curriculum is
based on the premise that philosophy is essentially a
controversial subject. The controversial nature of philos
ophy, it is said, is due to its lack of content. Philosophy

PHILOSOPHY, continued on page 8.
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PH ILOSOPHY, continued fro m page 7.
is then regarded at little more than a sequence of subjec
tive opinions about questionable problems. It may even
be dangerous! Mter all, didn' t the apostle Paul himself
speak out against philosophy?
Again, there is truth in such a claim, but, the argu
ment is not compelling. Much of doctrinal study and
theology, too, leads to controversy. Besides, not every
thing controversial is by definition bad or to be avoided.
A careful examination of the task of philosophy makes it
very difficult to maintain that it has no content. Philos
ophy focuses on a very specific, distinct, and rich field of
investigation. And surely Paul did not condemn philos
ophy as such, but only vain, empty, and misguided
philosophy. Just as there is good and bad theology, so
there is good and bad philosophy.
How do we explain the absence of philosophy from
the high school curriculum? The major reason lies in a
long historical tradition behind us, a story too compli
cated to tell in a brief article. But a result of the elimina
tion of philosophy is the vast majority of educators con
tinue to be unfamiliar with the subject. "What, really,
is philosophy?' ' is a commonly posed question. A lack
of acquaintance with philosophy coaxes us to regard it as
insignificant, for it is only human to attach the greatest
importance to those things with which we are familiar.
Imagine for a moment that none of us would ever be re
quired to study good literature. Soon we would begin to
believe that literature is unimportant and irrelevant.
Soon it would disappear from the high school curricu
lum. In essence this did happen not too long ago to the
study of classical languages.
Unfamiliarity breeds misunderstanding. Philosophy
as a discipline is then transformed into an unspecified,
nebulous, amorphous sort of thing, some kind of vague
and fuzzy world-and-life view which is not susceptible
to rigorous analysis and, hence, cannot be systematically
taught. The hope is then that our young people, by
some form of osmosis, will acquire from their various
curricular experiences some general, undefined, but yet
meaningful "Christian philosophy of life. " But what
we actually do by deleting philosophy is to confront the
students with all sorts of diverse and dissimilar disci
plines and then leave them to fend for themselves when
it comes to putting them all together.
Philosophy as a discipline is not a formless mass of
generalities. Rather, it allows us to engage in a systemat
ic and meticulous examination of the ways in which the
various dimensions of the created order hang together.
It articulates the principles that tie the manifold diversi
ty of God's handiwork into a coherent whole. It method
ically describes world views and totality views and ex
amines the ways in which they come to expression, not
only here and there in the context of some isolated part
of the curriculum, but in the fullness of life itself. Such
systematic philosophical learning does not automatically
emerge and amalgamate from a series of diverse curric
ular experiences.
Pag e 8
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� �t could the right kind of philosophy course do
for our high school students? Imagine, as an example,
the following scenario. It is 2 p. m. and a group of grade
1 1 students walk from their math class to philosophy
class. They open their textbook, a specially prepared
manual entitled An Introduction to Christian
Phtlosophy. The topic of discussion is the question
"How are high school subjects related to each other?"
The teacher introduces the subject by surveying the
scope of the curriculum in the school and then asks the
students to identify the essential features characterizing
each subject. What is math all about? What is English
grammar all about? What is biology all about? Soon the
blackboard is filled with ideas. Are they all distinct and
separate ideas? Are there connections and relationships?
One student notes that math seems to be more impor
tant for biology than biology for math. Why would that
be? Another student observes that English grammar is
required to express biological ideas, but that math
seems to have a grammar of its own. The bell rings.
In the following class the discussion continues. As the
semester progresses the students begin to see that there
is indeed an amazing interrelatedness and integrality to
God' s marvelously diversified creation. Things fit into
place. Nor is there only coherence of subject matter; life
itself is of one piece, cut of one cloth. In philosophy
class the students begin to understand what a coherent
world view is, and how it is to be contrasted with other
world views. They learn to discern and recognize in a
systematic way patterns of thought and patterns of life
that affect the various disciplines and segments of socie
ty in different ways. They begin to become familiar with
the recurrent philosophical questions and answers that
have shaped our civilization and much of our own lives
as well.
A far-fetched picture? Perhaps. We do not in fact
have an effective manual entitled An Introduction to
Christian Phtlosophy. We do not even know what a
philosophy program for secondary schools would look
like, nor are there trained instructors available to teach
such courses. Yet there are a few Christian high schools
where some form of philosophy has been inserted into
the curriculum. During the past few years I have polled
the students in my introductory philosophy classes
about their experiences in high school: a minute but
regularly recurring percentage brings the encouraging
news that high school philosophy is indeed alive and
well here and there. Yes, it can be done. And given the
current level of interest in developing curricular
materials, it might not take much to construct an effec
tive high school philosophy course.
Meanwhile, the continuing absence of philosophy
from the high school curriculum follows the pattern of
American education in general. Philosophy is not listed
among certifiable teaching majors. But is that any
wonder? The public school has no place for philosophy,
because secular education has no place for integrality
and coherence. Secular education is enmeshed in polar-
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izations , dualisms, and fragmentation-in no small
part due to ph zfo so phie s such as positivism and pragma
tism! It has lost sight of meaningful interrelatedness . It
is exactly at this point that Christian secondary educa
tion has a golden opportu nity to be distinctly different .
A Christian perspective , after all , is marked by a vision
of God ' s children living integral lives in a divinely sus
tained coherent and interrelated created order. Our
study of that created order-the subj ects in the curricu
lum-can therefore exhibit coherence as well, in glaring
contrast to the reductionisms of secular education . We
certainly do ourselves a favor-rather, we do our young
people a disservice , I believe-by cutting the focused
teaching of coherence out of our Christian schools .
If there ever was need for systematic philosophy in the
high school curriculum , it is now . Our culture is fraught
with tensions and divis·i ons and contradictions. Reduc-

tionisms abound , not only in the world of education,
but everywhere we look . More than ever before our
young people need the ability to think critically , to dis
cern sharply , to judge wisely , and to see things in their
wholeness, contexts , and relationships. I am convinced
that our students do not adequately learn to deal with
wholeness by studying a series of distinct and discon
nected subj ects any more than that they adequately
learn correct English grammar by taking history and
sctence .
A philosophy course can never be a panacea . I t will
not turn every student into a paragon of wisdom. It can
not perform miracles. But what it may well do is to pro
vide a service that we really should not be without.

Philosophy in the high school? No, not always and
everywhere. But surely in the Christian high school!

June Stoppels
How do new subj ects get into Christian Schools?
Somewhere a need is strongly felt; the need is con
veyed to concerned educators and parents; a program is
piloted ... sometimes .
A need exists for a good drama program in the Chris
tian schools. Pilot programs have been initiated in read
ing, mathematics , language ans , and other disciplines.
Music , art , and physical education have been imple
mented in Christian schools for the benefit of all . Why
not drama? Education of the who le child has been the
goal of most educators. After working with theatre and
drama for years , I am convinced that it belongs in Chris
tian elementary schools . This subject can be integrated
into the entire curriculum. Piloting a program in drama
provides an opportu nity to improve the who le child by
developing the personality.
DRAMA, continued on page 10.
Mr.r. Stoppels received h er MAT in readin g at Calvin College, h er BA from
Hope College. and h er MA in Lan guage Arts from Michigan State Univ ersity .

She performs with h er puppets for schools, chu rch es and civic organ ization s .
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DRAMA, c o n t i n ued from p age 9.

REQUIREMENTS
The school board and the superintendent must believe
in the importance of dramatics in the curriculum . To be
convinced of this , they must see drama in action with a
good teacher. Most often something inspiring happens
to make it all worthwhile . Those people accustomed to
praising themselves may find it hard to realize how re
warding and important it is to a child to have the j oy of
success now and the n . Often drama makes this praise
possible . It is possible to try out new ideas without fail
ure , without being wrong , because dramatics is a crea
tive process . An experience is neither right nor wrong ,
good nor bad , but rather a developing of creative
thought.

-

Drama in one form or another is recognized as a sub
j ect worthy of inclusion in high schools . Administrators ,
superintendents , and school boards , as well as teachers ,
must have felt that drama was essential to provide stu
dents with a well-rounded Christian education . Why
then must the elementary child be deprived the same
right, of a completely well-rou nded education?
In the elementary schools it can be beneficial to all
phases of the curriculum . The Federal Government rec
ognized the importance of the arts and humanities
through Title I and III of the Elementary and Secondary
Education Act of 1 96 5 . There has been considerable re
search supporting educational efforts in the fields of the
arts . Drama , as an art , engages the who le human be
ing .. . his senses, imagination , feelings , intuition, and
intellect .
The unprecedented need i n our society today for crea
tive talent calls for some revolutionary changes in educa
tional objectives . Creative drama provides an essential
style of learning for children. Drama not only offers nu
merous kinds of communication experiences but also
provides experiences in social interaction . It incorporates
so many skills it can be used in conj unction with any
Pag e 10

other subject area. It can involve facts and concepts as
well as emphasize problem-solving and evaluative and
creative thinking . It can motivate children to discover
new information and skills. Dramatizing makes it possi
ble to isolate an event or to compare one event with
another, to look at events that have happened to other
people in other places and at other times , or to look at
one's own experiences after the event.
What is creative drama ? It is informal experiences . It
may be pantomime , improvised stories and skits , move
ment activities , exploration , and dramatic songs and
games . It utilizes music, art , physical education ,
language ans , social studies , science , etc.
What are its purposes or its educational objectives ?
• growth and development of the participants .
• development of language ans skills .
• improvement in socialization skills .
• stimulation of the creative imagination .
• development of an understanding of human be
haviors .
• participation in group work and group problem
solving .
• enj oyment and success.
• development of the child's personality and qualities of character.
Drama has also been found valuable and useful in other
areas outside the classroom . It has alleviated emotional
tensions that contribute to reading problems , speech
problems , and socialization difficulties .
Other art forms, such as poetry , painting , writing ,
and filmmaking , require technical understanding and
sometimes elaborate equipment. Drama only requires a
body , breathing, thinking, and feeling . All children can
be included , with no exceptions . It is important for the
teacher, while maintaining control , to involve as many
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children in the experience as possible. Children par
ticipate when they observe, discuss , analyze , or actually
play in the drama. If drama is to serve in the classroom ,
it should be meaningful, practical , and enj oyable for
everyone , including the teacher.
There is no best way to begin with children. Success
ful beginnings will depend upon the leader' s prefer
ences and abilities , the needs of the children , and the
factors related to the situation in which one is working .
These drama experiences do not necessarily have to
follow a definite sequence . Sense awareness exercises ,
movement experiences , and games are valuable in de
veloping concentration and self-confidence , stimulating
creative responses , and establishing group rapport . They
can also begin with story dramatics or puppetry , with
students creating puppets for their own stories .
The following outline could serve as a guide for a
basic beginning if a teacher wants to experiment with
drama in the classroom.

A.
B.

C.

D.

SIMPLE ACTIVITIES
Finger Plays
Single Action Poetry
A leader reads poetry and the children , either seated
or standing , perform with one action . Exam ple s:
Ho ppity by A . A . Milne , jum p, jum p, jum p by
Kate Greenaway , Me rry-Go -Ro und by Dorothy
Baruch.
Action songs
• Songs with action words in them can be acted out .
• Very simple dance movements can b e acted out to
musiC .
Action games
• A leader tells a traditional story , does the actions ,
and the children follow . Exam ple : Bear Hunt .
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The characters in a traditional story can be as
signed and acted out .
• Older children enj oy similar kinds .of activities
melodramatic themes , spy stories , cowboys , or
rustler adventures (See Drama Fo r Fun by Cecil
McGee)
E . Games
• Balance movement .
Exam ple J: Do movements
with book balanced on head . Bend down , take
one step forward . Stand on tip toe .
• Circle
• Freeze . Exam ple s: Move about freely until signal ;
freeze in place . Be animals , statues , or funny peo
ple .
• Sensory . Exam ple : Emphasize developing skills in
sensory awareness . Use the five senses .
• Communication
•

F.

Pantomime-acting without dialogue-is designed
mainly to give the children a chance to develop ,
explore , and experience pantomime action on
their own . It must invoke action; it can focus on
sensory awareness , include emotional feelings and
a conflict . Exam ple s: Reading a book with a pesty
fly bothering , or eating an ice cream cone with the
temperature at 1 00°.
G . Quieting Activities . The purpose of this experience
is to relax the group and to calm down any hyperac
tivity. Exam ple : Narrate a very quieting selection .
H . Puppets can be useful here ; work on sound effects ,
story telling , simple conversation , or commercials .
It is important in the beginning stages of creative
drama that children play in unison . They should be in
vited rather than forced to participate .
Because drama is based on sound educational prin
ciples , each year it is being more widely used in elemen
tary schools . As Christian educators , we believe the
who le child , not merely his intellect, should be edu
cated . The highest potentialities of children, both as
individuals and as social beings , can be encouraged
through drama . By participating in activities that will
challenge their deepst interests and highest powers , cre
ative drama stimulates a child to learn by experiences .
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theJ,ytum
The Spirit Moves
at Omni
H.K.

Zoeklicht

Chapel service ended , on that brisk Monday in March,
with the singing of ' ' Whosoever Will. ' ' The students of
Omni Christian High School made their way to their
lockers for their mid- morning potato chips , apples , or
pastries . They were quieter than usual . Teachers went
directly to the faculty room to fortify themselves with
some coffee and indulge in some chat. They too were
quieter than usual.
The last teacher to enter the Asylum was John Vroom ,
teacher of Bible and Reformed D octrine , and , for today,
chapel leader. He was still perspiring . He strode expan
sively to the large chrome coffee urn , filled his cup with
the savory brew , laced it with non-dairy creamer, and
then selected a huge jelly donut from the box Ginny
Traansma had brought as her treat. Vroom turned to
face his colleagues , an angelic smile on his face . Around
his neck he wore a beaded necklace from which hung a
bottle-shaped pendant with the words , ' ' Everything
Goes Better With God . " On his right lapel was a large
lavender button with the inscription , ' ' Let Go-Let
God . "
Ginny Traansma was the first to break the silence .
" Well, uh , John , you , uh . . . that wassome chapel talk . "
" Thank you , Ginny , " returned Vroom somewhat
unctuously and , scanning the faces of his other col
leagues , added , ' ' I wonder what the rest of you are
thinking . ''
" Yeah , " said biology teacher Steve VanderPrikkel,
somewhat anxiously, ' ' you really told 'em , John . ' '
" Steve , " said Vroom i n a low voice as he pointed his
donut towards his colleague, "I was telling you too . "
" Aw , c' mon , John . Get off it. What ' s got into you !
We've never had an altar call in this school before .
What's going on?" challenged Susan Katje, the librar
Ian .
John Vroom chewed hard and swallowed some of his
jelly donut prematurely, causing him to snort a few
times , but he quickly recovered . He walked right up to
the faculty Sourpuss , put his free hand on her shoulder
and looked her full in the face . ' ' Sue , ' ' he said , ' ' I have
a burden on my heart for you , and for every one in this
H. K. Zoeklicht ir a serious Chnstian edu cator who seeks light among th e
traditions, ideas, and actions which we som etim es confu se with our Chn:rti
an ity.
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room , and for every student in this school. I think Omni
Christian is spiritually cold . " Here Vroom waved his
pudgy hand with the donut around the room , and
added , " I personally think it's high time we set some
spiritual priorities around here. '' He smiled paternally
at Katj e . " Sue , you asked me what got into me . The
answer is simple-the Holy Spirit got into me . That ' s
why I care for you , and I want you t o know that. That ' s
why I ' m praying for you , and I want you t o know that ,
too . We should do more praying in this school and in
this room right here . "
Vroom ' s voice had risen in intensity , but now Sue
Katj e pulled away, visibly embarrassed and irritated .
She moved awkwardly toward the coffee urn to refill a
still filled cup . It became silent again as John Vroom
quietly and confidently looked at the other teachers ,
one hand stuffing the last of the donut down his throat ,
the other fingering his pendan t .
Then Steve tried again . " But John . This isn't like
you . You ' re always the conservative , the stick-in- the
mud , or something . You know , stressing doctrine and
creeds and catechism and stuff. Now here you are all of
a sudden trying to convert everybody , or something .
What ' s happened anyway ? "
" What ' s happened ? " cried Vroom excitedly . ' ' I ' II
tell you what ' s happened ! " And he put his hand over
his heart and looked Steve in the eye . " Saturday night
Minnie and me went to hear Rev. Stone out there on
River Road , and as he preached from Galatians and then
gave an altar call, something happened to me . I tell
you , I ' ll never be the same again , praise the Lord!"
There was more silence in the faculty room . Then Bob
DenDenker, teacher of history , said gently to Vroom ,
"John , that ' s j ust fine . That ' s just fine. "
" Thanks , Bob , " said Vroom , " but there's more I
gotta say . See , I know now that I ' ve been doing it all
wrong in my classes . And I think you are too . It's all
head knowledge we ' re spreading , but what about the
heart?"

And then the normally phlegmatic Bible teacher
reached quickly for this briefcase, from which he re
moved his Bible and his textbook in Reformed Doc
trine , and he held the Bible very low in his right hand
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and his Ref. Doc . book high in his left . " I ' ve held this
doctrine up high and the Word too low , " Vroom con
fessed huskily, and then very dramatically, his arms
moving in see-saw fashion , he raised the Bible and low
ered the doctrine book , saying as he did so, " but now
I ' m changing all that . " He was perspiring again and
wheezing a bit. " Maybe you don ' t understand , but I ' m
going to change my whole approach as a teacher here at
this Christian school-and we should all do that . And I
will help you do that . I say that we need to have a bur
den around here for the so uls of our students , not just
for their brains . Yes , their souls . We need to be on fire
for their souls!" He paused to breathe , lick some jelly
from his lower lip , and swallow some more coffee .
Dr. Peter Rip , who had been on the outward fringes
of the crowd , now piped up supportively: "Ja , j a , John ,
you ' ve got a point there . A definite point . I , u h , sorta
like what you did in chapel this morning . Makes ' em
think . That ' s always good for them . I ' m sure a Iotta
parents are gonna like it too . If we did something like
that a little more often , we could attract some of these
people from other denominations to send their kids
here , you know , like some of the kids from the River
Road Church . They think we ' re too cold , you know . "
Lucy Bright leaned over t o Bill Silver and whispered ,
' ' I ' m not sure I like the new John better than the old ,
are you?"
The business ed . teacher whispered back , ' ' I dunno .
But you know what? Maybe his head- heart ratio has
changed , but it sure has n ' t affected the role of his
stomach . He ' s on his second j elly donu t . "
Now Matt DeWit , science teacher, entered the con
versation . "John , I appreciate what you say and all that,
but isn ' t this all kinda sudde n , and even if what you say
about spiritual deadness and so is true , is the classroom ,
the school , the best place for that kind of talk?"
" The classroom!" shouted an aroused Vroom, " The
classroom? Any place is the best place . The Lord says we
should all go into all the world . Isn ' t your classroom in

the world ? What are you waiting for?" And he quickly
slurped the rest of his coffee .
" Wait a minute , John , " came the indignant voice of
coach Ren Abbott . " Omni is a school, after all. I t ' s not
a tent meeting . I t ' s not a church . Everything in its place
is what I always say . I ' m gonna teach p·hys . ed . in my
classes . That ' s what I was hired to do. " He paused , and
then added , " From a Christian perspective , of course . "
" That ' s just a cliche , Ren , and you know it , " re
torted the Bible teacher. ' ' And it rings as hollow as my
empty coffee cup . You play basketball the same as Had
ley Public High . And that ' s ok , but you should also
show concern about the eternal welfare of every one of
our players . ' ' And then, in a burst of unaccustomed in
spiration , John added , ' ' For what does it profit a team if
it should gain the state championship but lose its own
soul?"
The bell rang. But the teachers did not move. Then
Steve asked , "John , are you sure that everything you ' re
saying is really Reformed? Are you sure that all this
business is proper in our schools? Something like what
you said in chapel could cause a ruckus , you know . "
A suddenly startled Principal pricked u p his ears ,
blinked a few times , and said , " That ' s a good point
too , Steve . By all means we must remember the consti
tuents . Let ' s try to be , well , moderate , yes , moderate .
That' s good . You wouldn ' t start having testimonies and
things like that , right in class , would you , John ?"
But John Vroom had no chance to answer, for Bob
DenDenker was leading him firmly off to class . As they
made their way out , the teachers could hear DenDenker
say , "John , you ' ve given us all something to think
about. I appreciate what you ' ve said . I ' ve an idea we ' ll
all have to do some thinking about these things . But
now you ' ve got to teach about the sovereignty of God ,
and I ' ve got to teach about the Inquisition . "
The sound of a student whistling ' ' Whosoever Will , ' '
was cut off as the door closed behind the two teachers .

''Who is the Teacher of this Class?''
Lorna Van Gilst
Tucked back under a workbench in my garage is the
outer shell of a full-leg cast which I wore one lengthy se
mester. I have saved that autographed memento for two
Lorna Van Gzist teaches junior High En glish in the Rip on (CA) Ch ristian
School.
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reasons-one , because I am by nature a " saver, " and
two, because it is symbolic of a significant lesson I began
to learn the day I tried to ski Bear Valley.
The first couple of years I taught at Junior High , I
THINKING THIRTEEN, continued on page 14.
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T H I N K I N G T H I RT E E N , c o n t i n ued f ro m page 1 3 .
worked diligently preparing lesson presentations and
covering my classroom bulletin boards with clever, neat
ly-ordered displays. In fact, I felt a bit guilty the Satur
day I left my stack of schoolwork and headed for the
slopes. Little did I realize that I would be the student
upon my return to school a week or two later. Wheel
chair and crutches were to provide me many hours of in
struction in the spring semester course entitled ' ' Stu
dent Participation 1970" -and I hadn't even intended
to enroll!
Since that spring of intriguing student-prepared
bulletin boards-and wheel chair races-I have come to
understand the value and satisfaction of student in
volvement in lesson planning, classroom instruction,
and student problems, as well as in special events
around school .
Long ago I discovered that sweeping the basement
floor was much more rewarding to me when I myself
thought of doing it than when my mother assigned me
the task. We will-endowed beings are by nature more
highly motivated to perform well when we have partici
pated in the plans. How logical then that our students
tend to experience a higher degree of motivation when
their ideas are part of the plan. Of course, the teacher is
responsible for planning the overall structure of the
course, but many student ideas can be incorporated into
that master plan.
Recently I presented to my students some of the diffi
culties I had encountered with my newspaper and televi
sion units. Within a fifteen-minute brainstorming ses
sion, they suggested several solutions which we are now
using in class. They pointed out that my projects were
too comprehensive for all of them to handle. Conse
quently, we decided that I should offer them the op
tions of working individually or in pairs, and also that I
should break the requirements down into shorter seg
ments of the project due at a time. They voted on which
part of the semester would be most advantageous for
doing television surveys and evaluations.
Sometimes my students and I discuss how much time
we need to study a certain unit or what day is most ap
propriate for a test. Meanwhile, they are also getting
practice in setting goals.
One year a number of students received lowered
marks on history reports because portions of their papers
had been lifted from encyclopedias. They came to Eng
lish class and pleaded with me to show them how to use
resource material without plagiarizing. That group was
obviously participating in planning a lesson because of
an immediate personal need. It was rewarding to be
able to help them.
Early in the school year I presented the dilemma of
getting all students involved in publishing the school
newspaper rather than leaving the responsibility to a few
motivated staff members. A student suggested that var
ious sections of the class organize themselves into a staff
by turns. Now when one section is in charge, that sec-
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tion works eagerly to produce a quality school paper that
their group can present with healthy pride : Students
have a way of motivating each other that teachers can
seldom duplicate. The teacher is still an important
resource to provide guidance, but much of the enthusi
asm originates with the students.
Student contracts provide another application of pu
pil participation in planning. Although I flnd draw
backs to contracting for the entire course at the junior
high level, I do flnd this method highly effective for
selected units such as book review projects and the pre
viously mentioned newspaper and television units. Con
tracting is used exclusively for eighth grade spelling in
my classes, and students have encouraged me to never
return to "the old way. " Contracting offers students a
limited number of choices (Offering too many choices
frustrates them) and provides them practice in decision
making, a skill which I believe we must help our stu
dents develop if they are to be able to handle adult deci
sions well.
Student involvement is advantageous not only in the
planning of lessons, but also in the actual presentation
of material. Individual student research which is shared
only with the teacher who checks it is beneficial to only
the one student who had found the information . Well
guided student research which is presented to the whole
class benefits the entire group. By individualizing
topics, much more information can be researched and
presented, thus avoiding unnecessary repetition . Mean
while, the uniqueness of each member of God's King
dom can be appreciated, and the interest level rises for
the students as well as the teacher .
Furthermore, students can effectively help each oth
er. When my eighth graders test each other on their self
chosen spelling vocabulary words, they encounter an
other student's list of words as well as their own . I often
hear them ask each other the meaning of a classmate's
words.
A classroom arrangement I am Ending advantageous
is the groups-of-four plan. Incoming seventh graders
seem to have a notoriously high incidence of ear and eye
' ' disorders, '' particularly in the realm of following di
rections! Even when I specilically point out the direc
tions, students tend to overlook them . I found myself
greatly frustrated by this problem until I read about us
ing group of four . Now when a student approaches me
to flnd out what to do or how to do it, I ask, ' ' Have you
checked with your group? " Only when no one in the
group can answer the question do I provide assistance. I
believe this system promotes a sense of caring for one
another as well as a sense of needing one another. I
stress the concept of Christian "community" by re
minding students of the Biblical emphasis on willing
ness to assist and build each member of the group
(which, of course, eliminates simply giving answers but
requires helping another learn how to find solutions) .
Sometimes the members of the group disagree, but to
gether they tackle a problem which individually seems
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insurmountable. When they figure out the solution,
they feel more gratified than if I had done it for them.
Probably they have also learned more. Students are still
individually accountable when tested, but the process is
surely more valuable for a life in God's service than is a
test result.
No human system functions smoothly all of the time,
and school is a typical example. Students' problems pro
vide a third occasion for pupil participation. Students
need to be a part of the solution to their own difficul
ties. That includes discipline problems as well as aca
demic difficulties. We teachers need to take the time to
listen to students as they present the difficulty from an
adolescent perspective. Then we need to get the stu
dents' opinion on how they can best be helped. If the
students themselves are included in the correction,
chances for remediation are much greater. This fact
alone is an excellent reason for including students in at
least a portion of parent-teacher conferences.

A truly well-rounded curriculum includes special
events. Here , too, students can provide an enthusiastic
contribution. At our school we experienced an exciting
sense of Junior High ' ' family'' when our students
helped plan the annual Christmas party. The students
expressed a desire to avoid such a high concentratior? of
sweets as we usually had on th,e refreshment table, so to
gether they drew up a revised menu of more nutritious
food, also determining appropriate quantities. Then
they decide to decorate the room with only homemade
items, and a number of students taught others how to
make decorations like theirs. Together we experienced a
great deal of enjoyment with very little expense but lots
of participation.
It has been said that out of every difficult situation,
growth occurs. Probably that is true, although some of
us have to hurt more before we learn the lesson, for
some of us learn from books-and some from spiral
fractures.

S H I P M ATES
David Livingstone Lantz
Not all alone the ivy grieves,
For higher footing than the eaves,
To serve Celestial command,
Upon the stage of summerland. . .
Behold the touch of new plateaus,
From human heart an ivy grows,
To laugh, and to love, in season's hue,
And drop a tear when love is through. . .
Embraced secure from winter's dare,
Well tempered for the frozen air,
The ivy clutches to a tree,
The heart, at times. . . to memory , . .

A LTO
David Livingstone Lantz
· The newborn voice of a mountain stream,
A bursting bud in the forest green,
The steady pulse of a summer day,
And the Anthem praise from youth at play. . .
Receptive throats of spreading grain,
With guardian night, and fragrant rain,
From such as these, soft echoes wind,
About the breast of endless Time. . .
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Princi pals Perspective
Ed Mulder, Editor

Ad ministerin g the
I m pact of Decli nin g
E nrollme n t
Thomas Holwerda

·

The United States has entered a period of profound
demographic changes which will have an impact upon
the society as a whole , but more particularly upon the
nation ' s schools . These changes will affect the social ,
economic , and political life of the country and these
changes will in turn have a bearing upon the nature and
function of the schools . It is well , therefore , for the
school administrator to become aware of the demo
graphic nature of these changes and to prepare to ad
minister the education impact.
The decline in the birth rate and its impact upon ele
mentary schools is already apparent. The peak enroll
ment for grades K-8 was seen during the 1 969-70 school
year. For grades 9- 1 2 the peak was expected in the
1 9 7 6 - 7 7 school year. Government figures proj ect that
the total enrollment in grades 9- 1 2 will decline an addi
tional 1 8 . 5 % from the 1 9 7 8 - 7 9 school year to the
1 988-89 school year.
The declining enrollment has been felt in the schools
of Christian Schools International also. While the total
number of stu d ents in member schools has slightly in
creased over the past decade , instances of decline are
sufficient to warrant our concern . In communities where
Christian education is relatively new , growth may con
tinue . However, in communities with large Christian
school systems and historically sound support, there has
been a tapering off of enrollment, commitment, and
support . A maj or task for the school administrator today
must be to determine the extent of this change and to
adequately prepare for the impact of this change on the
structure of the schools and psychological impact upon
students , teachers , and community .
While national trends may indicate the very broad
dimensions of the problem , the local situation will vary
sufficiently so that a local proj ection is necessary . The
preparation is made easier by the fact that students who
will enter grade 9 in 1 988 are presently in the second
grade . Care must be taken to account for other factors
which will affect the enrollment proj ection : mobility of
society , local economic conditions , the promotion rate ,
and the availability of other non-public schools . A careTom Holwerda is the business manager in the Eastern Christian School Asso 
c/,.tion, North Haledon, New jersey .
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. ful analysis of trends over the past ten years , applied to
the present 7 - 1 0-year- olds will yield a reasonable proj ec
tion for the high school enrollment for the 1 98 8 - 8 9 year.
Once a reasonable enrollment projection has been
prepared , the work of the school administrator has just
begu n . The next maj or step is to plan for the adminis
tration of the impact of these changes . In the planning
stage , it is important to view the social, economic , poli
tical , and educational aspects of the change as parts of
one whole .
The so cia l impact of a declining birth rate would ap
pear to be beneficial . Since the median age of our socie
ty is increasing , the over-emphasis upon youth will
change and we can expect a more balanced society . The
e co nomic aspect of the declining enrollment is of more
immediate concern . Since most school budgets are in
some way based upon the number of students , we can
expect increased budgetary pressures . Local conditions
will largely determine the political impact of declining
enrollment. Changes in bus routes or the closing of
cherished neighborhood schools can have a tremendous
political impact. The wise school administrator will be
well prepared to gauge the impact of such decisions .
The educational impact of a declining enrollment is
the most vexing for the professional educator to face .
Among the problem areas that are most prevalent are
the trauma of closing a school , the personnel and mor
ale problems associated with a reduction in force , the
real and imagined impact upon the curriculum and the
quality of education, and the need for commu nicating
the data supporting the proj ected decline and the likely
impact of that decline .
The closing of a school involves complex emotional ,
political , curricular, and logistical issues . The parents ,
students , and teachers must be adequately prepared
and their needs must be faced sensitively . Students and
teachers must be reassigned , and together with parents
should be oriented to the new school to reduce anxiety .
A full explanation of the decision to close a school
should be made public as soon as the decision is made so
that the entire school community may support the deci
sion . Care must be taken to ensure as smooth and effi
cient a transition as is possible . Subject matter and
teaching approach should be j ointly considered by the
entire faculty of the new school. Finally , a carefully
developed plan for the relocation and disposition of
school records , accounts , equipment and supplies will
help to ease the transition.

REDUCTION IN STAFF
One of the most emotionally laden issues involved
with declining enrollment is the reduction in force
(RIF) . Termination of satisfactory and effective teachers
should be seen as the last resort . Other options include :
early retirement , a consortium with neighboring school
districts , a trained corps of substitute teachers , aggres
sive pursuit of federally funded projects , retraining of
secondary teachers for elementary positions , and ter-
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mination for cause . Throughout the process , it is impor
tant that all teachers become aware of the nature of the
declining enrollment problem and of the efforts of the
district to retain effective teachers .
The administration of the Christian school has a par
ticular obligation to deal with RIF with compassion and
sensitivity . It is horrendous to imagine that some may
view a decline in the enrollment as an opportunity to
" clean house . " All teachers should be dealt with f::t i rly
and professionally . It is our duty to first help the teacher
become effective in the teaching / learning process , and
if that is no longer possible, then help the teacher to
find alternate ways to be effective in the Kingdom of
God . There can be no stigma attached when a teacher
applies his talents in other fields .
Another frequently expressed concern about the im
pact of the decline in enrollment is the presumed im
pact upon the quality of education . It is apparent that
fewer students in a high school will imply a retrenching
of educational offerings and a consolidation of pro
grams . To many this will give the impression of a lessen
ing of quality , but, in reality, with creative planning in
volving the entire school community , the impact can be
restricted to a limiting of the variety of the programs
without affecting the quality of any program .
It is surprising to note that in schools which have al
ready experienced a significant decline , the impact of
that decline upon the quality of education is seen as
harmful by only a third of the teachers and administra
tors questioned . In the Colorado schools it was noted
that for various reasons , the impact included a lessening
of the dropout rate and an improvement in achievement
test scores .
It can be expected that the curriculum of a school will
be changed to account for the decreased number of stu
dents . Low level reading courses or basic remedial math
courses might be dropped in favor of other courses
which would integrate basic remedial skills with real life
experiences . Consumer education courses , for example,

could develop basic skills in reading and math while us
ing real life experiences . It is also likely that the limita
tion in the use of schools from 9 : 00 a . m . to 3 : 00 p . m .
will be replaced with a greater emphasis on adult educa
tion programs . In this way too such limited appeal
courses as Calculus or French IV could be offered to a
wider range of prospective students .

COMMUNICATION
Central to managing all aspects of declining enroll
ment is the need to communicate the data which indi
cate a continuing decline in enrollment. There is a
deeply engrained image in American secondary educa
tion of continued growth , " bigger and better . " For the
better part of two decades (the entire professional life of
many educators) , we have been faced with the problem
of meeting expanding expectations in a period of grow
ing enrollments . The present crunch is in part based
upon the fact that the expectations have continued to
grow while the enrollments are beginning to decline .
There is a mind-set in educational circles which does not
accept the inevitability of decline . It is the function of
the administrator to counteract this mind-set by com
municating the realities behind the enrollment projec
tions , by explaining the implications of the decline , and
by preparing to effectively deal with the impact.
Finally , it is important that all who are associated
with the Christian school realize that a declining enroll
ment is not an automatic indication that the real value
and worth of Christian education are similarly dimin
ished . Declining enrollments merely take place in the
school system in a different mode from that of a few
years past. It is merely a matter of numbers of students ;
it is not a matter of a declining purpose , nor a declining
need . In fact , declining enrollments present a challenge
to reach new students , to find new ways of using re
sources to God ' s greater glory . Christian education will
always have a purpose and worth which He will bless .

Th e Works hop Way

I

f(loa Bank

William Hendricks , Editor

Bette Oostendorp
Many teachers in our Western Michigan Christian
Schools are implementing a learning system in their
classrooms called " Workshop Way" © . The Workshop
Way program is an educational system which nourishes
human development and gives children the opportunity

to learn how to learn , how to think , how to read , and
how to handle their lives with independence , initiative ,

Bette Oostendorp teaches kindergarten in Grandville (M/) Christian School.
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self confidence and responsibility .
The non- threatening atmosphere of the Workshop
Way classroom breeds both student happiness and a
true love of learning . The environment of a Workshop
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I D EA BAN K, c o n t i n ued f r o m page 1 7 .
Way classroom nurtures learning through ' ' intellectual
safety'' which insures that all children learn in their own
way and at their own rates and without fear. With the
fear of failure removed, each child is capable of feeling
· intelligent and important. It also creates a secure
' environment which thrives on the ' ' sameness' ' of many
daily activities .
What makes this system unique and workable in a
Christian School is that it allows a child to grow from the
inside out. A child' s self-concept does not depend on
the amount of knowledge he possesses or on what others
say or think about him. A child learns to know who he
is-a human being created in God' s image-and to
know what human powers he can handle: thinking, de
cision-making, risking, reflecting, being responsible,
and being creative.
The Workshop Schedule consists of a series of tasks
which children do independently of the teacher when
ever they are not involved in whole-class lessons. The
children go directly to the Workshop upon starting the
school day. The Workshop acts as a supportive base that
manages the classroom without the teacher' s help,
thereby freeing the teacher to teach all day and the stu-

dents to learn all day.
Homework in Workshop Way takes the form of the
Self Concept Vocabulary Project and is a daily activity.
Children take home a paper containing words or phrases
and they decide how much to study and learn. Pupils
face the teacher during the first part of the day to com
municate whatever was practiced at home. This is a
planned and pleasant emotional experience between
student and teacher.
Instant Personality Phonics is a whole class lesson con
sisting of five parts or activities. All activities of this
whole class lesson are designed to give all students either
real success or the feeling of success daily. Success in
Workshop Way means to be willing to be involved in
the growing and learning process, even at the risk of the
consequences, and to arrive at an awareness of oneself as
a person who can learn and think, along with an inner
motivation for loving to learn. These five activities are:
1 . Communication with a smile
2 . Power step
3 . Living their knowledge
4 . New lesson
5 . Sound spelling
Workshop Way has three strategies for teaching
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groups for reading or learning . Strategy A learners love
learning , are independent, respect others and have a
healthy self concept. B Learners are on the way to be
coming A Learners , but are not as consistent . Problem
behaviors are dealt with within the Strategy C group .
The teacher uses techniques geared to help the child
discover his worth as a person and his ability to risk
answers and still be intelligent even though he may be
wrong , and to help him become aware that there is or
der in things .
The " Six Group " is a Workshop Way structure that
allows teachers to instruct children with similar learning
problems , daily , and to give them exactly what they
need . At the same time , the " Six Group" format can
provide more difficult subject matter for gifted stu
dents .
Parents are always welcome in Workshop Way
classrooms . When they come to school to sit by their

children, the parents provide an emotional support that
sometimes produces dramatic results in growth for their
children .
Sister Grace Pilon, S . B . S . , developed the Workshop
Way method of teaching over long years of teaching
American Indians and Blacks . When Sister Grace j oined
the education faculty at Xavier University , New Or
leans , La . , in the late 1 960 ' s she perfected the method
and started sharing it with others . Today the Workshop
Way is used in every state , as well as Canada , Central
America, England , Germany , Nigeria and Australia . If
the reader wishes to know more about the system , he
may write to :
Grace H . Pilon
Workshop Way Box 47
Xavier University of Louisiana
7 3 2 5 Palmetto Street
New Orleans , La . 70 1 2 5

OO ®w fr® OO ®uo � � m
[]] o��o ® oo � fr � ffi mJD � ffi [J�
Lar�y E. Neagle
Grumps ! Every Christian school has at least one . But
what does a teacher do with them in class ? Openly
struggle with them ? Ignore them ? Try to wor� around
them ? How does a teacher deal with difficult members ?
Here are eight guides to help you improve relations
with your personal crank in the class . Try them and see
what a difference they can make .
1 . Check your lines of communication .

Remember the rumor game ? That ' s where one whispers
into the next person ' s ear what he thought was whis
pered in his . What ' s whispered at the end is often total
ly different from the way it began . Unfortunately such
misunderstandings occur with normal conversations
also . Check on this . Too often others hear what they ex
pect to hear , not what you actually said . People have a
need , even a right , to know and understand clearly . So
work on being reliable in what you say . Don ' t let a con
flict bloom because of wrong or incomplete informa
tion .
Larry Neagle zs a free -lance wn'ter from Fort Worth, Texas.
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2 . Avoid anger and arguments .

What happens when you meet anger with anger ? Will
your grouch problem grow smaller or larger ? Probably
larger . Don ' t demean yourself this way . Get the best of
arguments by avoiding them . Even if you win , you lose ,
because your grump in losing only finds more fuel for
his resentment . Instead , when confronted , stand tall .
Don ' t flinch . Don ' t pout . And don ' t strike back . Your
actions will speak louder than his outbursts . The rest of
the class will stay with you for that .

3 . Forgive your crank his trespasses .

Easier said than done , right ? Forgiving a hurt isn ' t easy ,
especially when it comes from someone who repeatedly
hurts us . But we have to forgive . If we don ' t , we burn a
bridge before us , blocking our own growth . But there is
more . Having forgiven , we must set the incident behind
us-forgetting it if possible . Otherwise it remains a fes
tering unhealing sore , polluting outlook and abilities .
Begin by willfully refusing to hold that wound to the
DIF FIC U LT MEMBERS, continued on page 20.
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roots . What makes your sore�ead sore ? What really lies

other' s account. And stay with it. Don ' t build memo
rials over buried hatchets .

behind the conflict he creates ? Is he frustrated at home ?
Is he suffering for attention ? Is he finding it overly dif
ficult to follow what you 're doing in class ? Is he mad at
God ? Isolate the real problem . Then gently , lovingly try
to help him with a cure .
7 . Give your grump a chance to speak
Most conflicts , like old railroad engines , are steam
driven . Block the steam and shortly there ' ll be an explo
sion . Release the steam an� the drive dies . Your crank
needs to blow steam . Pull him aside . Let him tell you
why he acts as he does . And listen . The best way
sometimes the only way-to truly influence another
person is not to talk at or to him , but to listen to what
he has to say . Listen carefully and with empathy . Try to
really understand his ideas and feelings . The answer to
the problem may be lurking there , waiting for you to
catch it .

4. Learn how to defuse your own frustration.

So far it sounds like a course in frustration cultivation ,
doesn' t it ? The way we handle frustration shows whether
we are healthy and strong or immature . Find ways to
release frustration ' s pent-up energy . Don ' t go home
and kick the dog, snarl at the kids , or snap at your
spouse . Don ' t " sit and stew. " Get up and do . What
ever your sport , play a game . Do something active .
Clean the garage , the attic , or the basement . Go out
and play with the kids . Take them to the park . Have a
picnic . If nothing else , grab a broom and sweep the
cobwebs out of the corners . Don ' t let pressure mount
until something has to blow. Instead , find your own
special check valve for letting off steam . Above all , yield
that frustration to God . He may use it to give a way for
ending the tensions .

.

·

8 . Pray .

5 . Find something to appreciate.

Several years ago I collided head on with my first
grump . My pastor encouraged me to pray for my crank ;
so I did . At first nothing changed . He stayed as grouchy
as before . Then suddenly one day he smiled at me . Now
whenever I see him , he smiles and hurries to hug me .
Above me , yield your grump problem to God . Don ' t be
a loner , fighting the battle in your own might . Let God
have control . Pray for your grouch . And pray for your
self. You are God ' s leader in the situation . You need
strength , power , and wisdom all beyond the normal
keenness . Ask for it . And let Him have control of your
attitude . Open yourself to Him and his ways .
Got a grump ? Most of us have . So don ' t give up . And
don ' t reach for your boxing gloves or a big stick. In
stead , lift your head . Whistle a little , and start to work
on these eight guides . They ' ll make a difference you can
bank on .

Mark Twain wrote , " Kindness is a language which the
deaf can hear and the blind can read . ' ' Certainly one of
the most difficult things to fight is kindness . So melt
your dass iceberg with the heat of kindness . Find some
thmg about your grump to honestly admire and appre
ciate . It may require the det{'cti·:e abiliti�s of Sherlock
Holmes , but stay with it . Is there something he does
well , a hobby or interest you share , or a generosity for
which you can praise him ? Find something to appreci
ate ; then pounce on it . Focus on the good things about
him . Everyone needs to feel noticed and admired . Let
him know that you value him , and watch his crankiness
fade away .
6. Work on causes, not symptoms .

It ' s easy to return crabbiness for crabbiness . It ' s also
deadly . Learn to look beyond the surface actions-the
symptoms-for the real causes . Look deep . Look for the
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Nathaniel Hawthorne
and Pilgrim 's Progress
Mary L. Hammack
' ' I feel uncomfortable requiring my students to read
Nathaniel Hawthorne ' s work , but what I can do if they
go on to college ? " remarked an English teacher from a
Christian high school . " What do you require them to
read by Hawthorne ? " asked another English teacher.
' ' Oh , I think Hawthorne ' s best known is The Scarlet
Lette r and many colleges expect the students to know it.
Anyway , I hardly know any of his other writings ' ' was
the comment in return .
Have you heard any conversations like this ? Since the
philosophy of a writer is bound to be reflected in his
writings , it is often profitable to investigate other work
by the same author in order to evaluate something of his
thinking. As for Hawthorne , all too often we read only
The Scarlet Lette r as a sample of Hawthorne ' s work.
Many readers have never taken a closer look at Haw
thorne and his sources for comparison .
Mary L. Hammack is the dean of Mountlake College, Mountlake Te"ace,
Washington.
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Sometimes , our opinions based on first impressions
are altered by some personal research . Such has been the
case in this probe of the work of Nathaniel Hawthorne .
A reviewer noted that Hawthorne ' s favorite book and
the only one mentioned frequently in his writings was
John Bunyan ' s Ptlgn·m 's Progress. What are some of the
reflections of Ptlgn'm 's Progress in the writings of
Nathaniel Hawthorne ?
Remember that both Bunyan and Hawthorne wrote
in the allegorical mode : narratives in which observations
on life and ethical ideas , and on the nature of the hu
man being in general are set forth through significant
figures and situations . Hawthorne ' s references to Ptf
gn'm 's Progress were mainly to characters and situations
rather than direct quotations , and often these references
were in the form of parallel characterization, scenes , or
story developments .
Keep in mind that Hawthorne lived and wrote two
HAWT H O R N E, c o n t i n ue d o n page 2 2 .
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centuries later than Bunyan and that Pilgn·m 's Progress
had already gained powerful literary influence . Perhaps
no other book in the English language , except the Bi
ble , has had such sustained and worldwide recognition
as Pilgn·m 's Progress according to one author. One
biographer said that Hawthorne was given his first book
to read when he was but four years old , and that was Pil
grim 's Progress, which he read and reread often .
It is not surprising that Hawthorne alludes to
Pzlgrim 's Progress rather consistently in casual ways : the
mention of English stiles and footpaths , which remind
him of a passage about Christian and Hopeful going
astray by a by-path into the grounds of Giant Despair;
his comparison of Greenwich Fair and Vanity Fair, and
other such parallels ; and in more direct ways such as his
parody , ' ' The Celestial Railroad . ' ' In fact, Hawthorne
seemed to depend upon the readers familiarity with Pzl
gn'm 's Progress in order to understand some of his own
characters and descriptions . One critic has indicated that
there is no evidence to suggest that Hawthorne read
widely in Bunyan because his allusions are repeatedly to
Pzlgrim 's Progress.
Hawthorne ' s writings reflect a Puritan background
which both fascinated and repelled him . He showed re
sentment of the Puritan philosophies and ideals , yet he
was unwilling to trust Hellenism . Hawthorne , like Bun
yan , was concerned with introspection as expressed in al
legory . He insisted upon Bunyan ' s realization of sin and
suffering in the world , yet for him evil could not be
compensated or transcendentally negated . On one
hand , Hawthorne was opposed to the anti-vital and nar
rowness of Puritanism , and on the other hand , his sense
of evil and his scepticism about the possibility of mun
dane perfection made him respect the insights if not the
actions of the Puritans .
Particularly reflective of Pilgn'm 's Progress in
Hawthorne ' s work are three primary images : the disin
genuous pilgrim; the pathways and byways in the laby
rinthine wilderness ; and the unsuccessful search for the
Celestial City . These do not appear separately but are
interwoven . Examples of work demonstrating all of the
images may be seen in Fanshawe, ' 'The Celestial Rail
road , ' ' The Scarlet Letter, and The Blithe dale Romance.
Perhaps one of the reasons why Hawthorne expresses his
dissatisfaction with Fanshawe and withdrew it after sub
sidizing its publication was that he recognized it failed
in its allegorical intention. It would seem that the weak
ness of the book lies not so much in its obvious reliance
on the ' rant of Neal ' and the romantic devices as in its
author' s inability to exercise easy and authoritative con
trol over his material that is so evident in the best of
Twice- Told Tales. Fanshawe interests readers of Haw
thorne partly because in it one may detect its apparent
artistic intention and thus define thereby its peculiar
failure to realize this intention .
Certain images originating in Pzlgrim 's Progress seem
to have given shape to Fanshawe. An example would be
Page 22

· the linear movement along a pathway coupled with a
corresponding erratic movement along a bypath . This
becomes an increasingly important device in Haw
thorne ' s later writing where the wilderness figures im
portant in Fanshawe both as setting and symbolic
devices are manipulated . Actually , the wilderness was a
New England pine forest . Hawthorne ' s interest in pine
woods was almost an obsession ; his recorded descrip
tions of forests in the American Notebooks total
thousands of words .
In Fanshawe a single pathway through the wilderness
contrasted with byways which led to death and destruc
tion. Actually , the image of a straight path is the con
trolling image of this novel, and an analysis of the cli
mactic scenes will serve to demonstrate not only how
consistently Hawthorne developed and relied upon
pathway imagery , but also to what degree he was de
pending upon the basic metaphor of Pzlgrim 's Progress.
It would seem that the wilderness scene near the conclu
sion of Fanshawe revealed Hawthorne ' s attempt to allow
the conditions of setting to reinforce the complexity of
the moral situtation involving the characters . Certain
details of Hawthorne ' s " hill " in Fanshawe resembled
those of Hill Difficulty in Pilgrim 's Progress.
Fanshawe is the first of a number of Hawthorne ' s in
tellectual heroes whose " proud and lonely thoughts "
led them away from the salvation offered by ' ' the quiet
paths . ' ' Thus , a pattern was established , and Haw
thorne ' s later heroes invariable choose bypaths in their
lonely intellectual and futile search for the Holy City in
the American wilderneass . It is more obvious later in
Hawthorne ' s works that Bunyan ' s allegorical vehicle will
be absorbed , yet they were first experimentally devel
oped in Fanshawe. The essential imagery of Pilgrim 's
Progress seems strongly reflected here .
I t should not be surprising to see Hawthorne ' s
notebooks were a source i n interpreting this fiction .
They shed a light on his preoccupation with the ' ' un
pardonable sin ' ' and his rather peculiar definition of
that sin . The unpardonable sin is Scripturally defined as
blasphemy against the Holy Spirit or continued con
scious sin without repentance or refusing to acknowl
edge the existence of God . The notebooks , however,
along with Ethan Brand, Scarlet Letter, and other of his
works make it clear that for him , the unpardonable sin
was to probe , intellectually and rationally , the human
heart from depravity without tempering the search by
human sympathy .
A further striking suggestion of relationship between
the writings of Hawthorne and Bunyan ' s Pilgn'm 's Pro
gress may be found in The Scarlet Letter where D im
mesdale , returning from his interview in the woods with
Hester is described, and he is tempted to do evil . The
minister is tempted to utter blasphemies against the im
mortality of the soul to one whom he meets , but the
person mistakes his words for encouragement, and he
leaves her with what seems like the countenance of the
celestial city , another allusion to Pilgrim 's Progress.
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W h at h a p p e n s
w h e n e l eve n
noted yo u t h leaders
g et toget h e r to w rite a boo k ?
A

tota l ly new concept i n youth m i n istry is born !

C atc h i ng the Rai n bow :
A Total- C oncept
Youth M i n istry
The Complete Youth Ministries
Handbook, Vol u m e 2
J. David Sto ne and a host of tale nted
Protestant and Roman Catholic writers
have teamed up to create a youth m i n i stry
that's i n novative , exciti ng , and effective .
Called the " Ra i n bow Con nection , " this
u n ique. m i n i stry is just the t h i ng for c h u rch
lead e rs starting a new youth program or
revital i z i n g a cu rrent one.

$1 9.95, paper

Leadership Training Kit : Includes
copy of boo k , two cassettes, and a
leader's guide. $24.95

Projects Include :

•
•
•
•
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•

providing an adult support system f o r teens

how t o start a compassionate youth ministry
making music do "wonderful things"
youth ministries for youth
starting a family-based youth min istry
planning a Christian sexuality course for junior highs
storytelling with junior highs
biblical melodrama
resourcing for youth ministry

Leaders h i p Tra i n ing Kit : I ncludes o n e
copy o f the boo k, two cassettes , and a
leader's g u i d e .
$1 8.95

The Complete Youth M i n istries Handbook, Volume 1
J. David Sto ne
The co-authors i l l u m i nate methods that
have made success sto ries of t h e i r own
youth m i n istries : making Bible study an
"experie nce , " e ncou rag ing spi ritual d i sci
pline, plan n i ng non-com petitive recre
ation , and eve n form i n g a "clown" m i n 
i stry . W i t h additional reso u rces l i sted after

Then, when Dimmesdale agrees to throw off the weight
of his guilty past, he immediately feels a strange relief.
It is quite obvious as one follows the path of Dimmes
dale , he is also following Christian' s path of Ptlgn·m 's
Progress, although not in the same manner. Many other
parallel illustrations demonstrate reflections of Ptlgn·m 's
Progress in the writing of Nathaniel Hawthorne .
The House of the Seven Gables is another novel
which illustrates a casting off of the past. This is noted
in the chapter in which Clifford and Hepzibah take
their wild train trip to nowhere as they flee the dead
judge . The theme of casting off the weight of the past
appears in several ways . Clifford reveals the judge ' s
death and cries that they must make haste o r the dead
judge ' ' will start up , like Giant Despair in the pursuit of
Christian and Hopeful, and catch us yet! ' ' As Hepzibah
and Clifford pass through a town on their way to the sta
tion , they pass what surely refers to the Slough of
Despond . Bunyan ' s slough could not be filled with
twenty thousand cartloads of wholesome instructions
had been dumped in.
Contrasting the House of the Seven Gables and Scar
let Letter, the former did not lead Clifford into evil , yet
comparing Ptlgrim 's Progress with the Scarlet Letter, the
j ourney ends with a somewhat delayed way to heaven .
Like Dimmesdale , however, Clifford discovered that his
easy way to happiness was all a delusion.
February I March, 1982

each chapte r , this is truly a complete
handboo k !
Paper, $ 1 2.95

Order through your
local bookstore or Abingdon

201 Eighth Avenue. So .
Nashvi lle. TN 3 7 202

Also in The Blithedale Romance, we see near the be
ginning of chapter eight Cloverdale speaking of the ef
fects of his recent illness and talking of his new enthusi
asm for man and nature . His illness seemed to cause
him to think more seriously of death and life beyond .
He throws off the things of the past, a type of repetition
for the parallel events in The Scarlet Letter and The
House of the Seven Gables. This certainly reflects Pil
grim 's Progress and the scene in which Christian reaches
the cross .
A specific parallel also exists between Hawthorne ' s
' ' The Great Carbuncle ' ' and Ptlgn·m 's Progress. Haw
thorne ' s pilgrims of the carbuncle , so-called , are intro
duced resting on one of the Crystal Hills where they
have built a hut . In comparison , Christian , in Ptlgn·m 's
Progress, sleeps in an arbor halfway up the Hill Difficul
ty . Christian is seeking the Celestial City on Mount
Zion , whereas the pilgrims of the carbuncle seek their
gem high in the White Mountains . Among Hawthorne ' s
pilgrims is a man wearing spectacles ; h e scoffs a t the
others when asked what he meant to do with the car
buncle if he finds it. This seems to be the Cynic speak
ing to Matthew , the simple pilgrim , to which may be
compared Atheist speaking to Christian about the
Celestial City . However, Christian recalls to Hopeful
that they have seen the gate of the city from Delectable
Mountains . A theist cannot see because of a fault in his

HAWT H O R N E, c o n t i n ued on page 24.
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vision , a lack of faith ; and Hawthorne's Cynic cannot
see for the same reason ; he wears the dimming spec
tacles of doubt. Hawthorne's other treatments of the
pilgrimage theme definitely reflect Ptlgn·m 's Progress.
Hawthorne seems to enj oy representing aspects of the
Puritan character which he found evil ; the tendencies
toward narrowness , denial of and isolation from com
mon humanity , reflect the passages from Ptlgn·m 's Pro 
gress which hint of those Puritan traits . Hawthorne's
notebooks , like his diary, reflect his private thoughts
presenting other examples of his reflections of the ideas
presented in Ptlgn·m 's Progress. This is also true with his
" Hall of Fantasy" and "A Virtuoso's Collection . " In
another instance , Hawthorne's character, Ethan Brand ,
was to have conversed with Satan and mention is made
at least three times of the unpardonable sin .
Further detailed comparison of the works of Na
thaniel Hawthorne and J ohn Bunyan ' s Ptlgn.m 's Pro 
gress would indicate other parallel traits , and one may
well conclude that an author is destined to reflect the
writings with which he is most familiar. Certainly Na
thaniel Hawthorne became acquainted with Ptlgn·m 's
Progress at a very early impressionable age when the
book gripped his thinking and imagination .
It is hoped that this sample of some very simple re
search will serve as a stimulus to encourage other Chris
tian teachers to probe classical writings and writers and
Page 24

thus evaluate them in light of Biblical concepts . Sharing
this information with students should help them to be
more sensitive to evaluative criteria in judging writing
long after they have graduated from high school. No
matter how ' ' classical'' or popular a literary composition
may be judged by critics , how it stands up to Biblical
principles is the crucial test.
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Education for
R e sp o n s ib 1 e
A c tl 0 n
Jack Van Der Slik

e

Editor 's Note: Occasionally a book appears which is ofspecial andprovocative
interest to the Christian community, both parents and Chnstain educators.
Such a book appears here, and because its importance asks more space than IS
usually allocated to book reviews, we are including it as an article. We en·
courage readers to whet their appetities by reading th1s review, to read the
book in its entirety, and to d1scuss it for the development of the kind of action the author advocates.

Education for Responsible Action by Nicholas Wolterstorff.

Christian Schools International and Wm . B . Eerdmans Pub
lishing Co . , Grand Rapids , Michigan , 1 980 . Pg. x , 1 50 ; $6 . 95 .

This is a welcome book . I t is a contemporary apologia
for Christian education . It is idealistic in arguing what
Christian education should do but realistic in noting de
ficiencies of practice and accomplishment in ' ' Christian
day schools in the Calvinist tradition . ' ' But it is written
for consideration by an audience willing to consider
whether or not moral education is an appropriate goal in
contemporary life . I shall try to represent some concerns
from such a broader audience in this review . However, it
needs to be noted that the book was commissioned by
Christian Schools International; Wolterstorff is at his
best when it is understood that he is writing for the par
ents and teachers of such Christian school students . This
group , working out of Christian convictions , seeks to
help children grow in knowledge , ability , and responsi
ble action.
The book seeks to assist parents and teachers in
achieving three changes in their children:
( 1 ) an incre ase in the student' s awareness of what is
true (cognitive I intellectual learning) ;
(2) an increase in capability I competence I skill (ability
learning) ;
( 3 ) an altering of the inclinations or dispositions of
students to act as moral agents in various situations . (p .
3-6 , 3 3 - 3 5)
Wolterstorff calls the third change " tendency learn
ing, " and he emphasizes it throughout his book . He
asks , ' ' What are the responsible and effective strategies
for altering the tendencies of persons ? "
In a short and provocative chapter (p . 7) , W olterstorff
offers ' ' a brief sketch of the rudiments of a philosophy
of Christian education . ' ' Consider the following
thoughts :
' ' . . . the church is to give evidence in its own style of
life of the life to be found in Jesus Christ . The church is
jack Van Der Slik 1s a Professor and Senior Scholar at the Illinois Leg1slative
Studies Center, Spn·ngfield, Illinois.
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called to be a paradigm , an exemplary community in its
work , in its worship , in its fellowship . Its own life is to
demonstrate the first fruits of the full harvest , the sign
posts of the kingdom . The church is not merely to wait
with grim patience for the new age when the Spirit will
fuly renew all existence . It must already , here and now ,
manifest signs of that renewing Spiri t . " (pp . 1 1 ; here
and following, emphasis in the quotations is by Wolters
torff. )
' ' . . . the Bible occupies a central position i n the Chris
tian ' s answer to the question, How are we to discover
our responsibilities ? . . . Where once we may have
thought of aesthetic values and artistic goals along Pla
tonic or Romantic-humanist or Marxist lines , the Bible
opens our eyes to how those are distorted visions of
God ' s will for art in human life . From there we act like
grown-up human beings , thinking things through for
ourselves , not demanding a biblical word on all the de
tails of human responsibility " (pp . 1 2 - 1 3) .
" I t used to be said , particularly in the Calvinist tradi
tion, that the goal of Christian education is to impart to
the student the Christian 'world and life view . ' The in
tent behind putting it this way was to affirm that the
gospel pertains to all of life and not j ust to some relig
ious ' part . But this formulation is inadequate , for it
puts too much emphasis on a ' view , ' that is , on what we
have called cognition . To be indentifed with the people
of God and to share in its work does indeed require that
one have a system of belief-call it ' the Christian world
and life view . ' But it requires more than that . It requires
the Christian way of lzfe . Christian education is educa
tion aimed at training for the Christian way of life , not
j ust education aimed at inculcating the Christian world
and life view " (pp . 1 3 - 14) .
" So a program of Christian education will include
among its goals both cognitive learing and ability learn
ing. But if it were to stop there , its fundamental goal
would not yet have been achieved . One can have the
knowledge and the abilities required for acting responsi
bly and yet have no tendency to engage in such action.
ACTI O N , continued on page 2 6 .
·
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ACTI O N , c o n t i n ued f ro m page 2 5 .
A program o f Christian education will take that further
step of cultivating the appropriate tendencies in the
child " (p . 14) .
' ' Educatio n , accordingly , must have among its goals to
secure-always in morally defensive ways-the forma
tion of right tendencies . . . It must aim at tendency
learning" (p . 1 5) .

This is heady thinking , not mere rehash of previous
Reformed and Christian thought. Christian parents ,
teachers , and principals are called upon to wrestle anew
�ith the difficulties of getting from the scriptural guide
hoes and paradigm situations to the actual teach
ing/ learning situations of their own communities .
Wolterstorff' s fresh perspectives about these difficulties
should be a welcome stimulant.
What are the points for criticism in Wolterstorff' s
b ook? In Chris tian circles , some readers may find a defi
.
.
Clency of zeal m Wolterstorff' s assertions about the au
thority of Scriptures . To refer to them as " acknowl
edged by th� church as authoritative guides for the
t� oug t � nd lif� of Christians : . . , ' ' an? to say that the
.
.
Bible gives guidelmes , paradigm situauons , and advice
by way of example , " (p . 1 2) will not satisfy everyone .
On the other side , in numerous places throughout the
book he cites and uses Scriptures as the authoritative
standard for Christian thought and action, for example ,
' ' . . . for Christians the Scriptures are authoritative ,
and wo� t in the moral life includes taking them as au
thontauve . (p . 108) . For my part there is not sufficient
depth to th� discussion of Scriptures and how they
ou �ht to be Interpreted to make the judgment, on the
basis of what Wolterstorff has said in this book , that his
is an insufficiently high view of Scriptures . He uses
God ' s Word as authoritative . What he does not do is as
sert his confidence in some of the phrases favored by
s ?me who put the authority of Scripture beyond discus
.
sion m such formulations as " Scripture in its whole ex
tent and in all parts is the infallible and inerrant Word
of God . ' '
secular critics will have quite different obj ections to
.
.
ra �se. For I nstanc� , W olterstorff gives the appearance of
.
usmg an mducuve approach . To the casual reader it
may , i �deed , seem that his review of psychological and
education research revealed to him that,

�

�

' ' A tendency to act in accord with the moral law can be
cultivated in someone by appropriate use of both disci
pline and modeling . But what appears to be the best
way to �·nternalize such a tendency is for a person who
acts lo�mgly toward the child to combine discipline and
.
modeling with the enu nciation of a moral standard
which the child perceives to fit the situations and on
which he or she is willing to act (that is , to internalize) .
What seems especially effective are reasons in which the
adult invites the child to take the role of the other and
consider how that person would feel . " (p . 1 09)

In fact he did repo�t and explain the research bearing
upon each of these mferences . But Wolterstorff did not
design a systematic review of research to empirically dePage 26

rive , sheerly from an evidential base , what are the most
effective principles for learning- teaching. Even the
friendly reader will find only a tenuous relationship be
tween what can be inferred from the studies cited in
Chapter 5 , " Cultivating Tendencies by Discipline , "
.
and the beautifully clear statement Wolterstorff derives :
" State clearly to the child what consequences-rewards
and punishments-are to be meted out for which ac
tions . And th� n act consistently with this statement , lest
the expectation be weakened or even destroyed ' '
(p . 40) . Where strategy can not be inferred from find
ings � olterstorff emerges as the articulate philosopher,
providmg a reasoned argument for causistry , ' ' the at
tempt to apply general moral principles to perplexing
cases , thus to fmd out what ought to be done in such in
stances " (p . 1 0 1 ) .
A variety of secular critics will take offense at his
han � ling o� several other pieces of psychological and ed
ucational literature . The range of critics will be broad
because Wolterstorff has seriously considered such an ar
ray of intellectual theories and schools : maturational
theories (Rogers and Erikson) ; socialization theories
(Durkheim and Skinner) ; developmental theories
(Piaget and Kohlberg) ; Raths and the value clarifica
tionists ; Bloom and the educational goals taxonomists .
�ach will see some oversimplification or misinterpreta
tion . For example , Wolterstorff views Rousseau as a
spokesperson for maturational theory . Other social the
orists perceive in Rousseau ' s quest for the close com
munity strong affinity with Durkheim , who for Wolter
s � orff is the prototypical socialization theoriest . It is dif
fiCult to associate Rousseau with certain of the key
phrases Wolterstorff uses to identify the maturationists :
" Remove inhibitions , allow each person to ' do his or
her own thing. ' · . . t he self is its own norm " (p . 19) .
.
. .
The secular cnucs will speak for themselves . I t is more
important here to express appreciation for Wolter
storff' s work and encourage his primary clientele to con
sider his ideas . Should the goal of Christian education
be the three changes noted at the outset of the book ? Is
the third change , ' ' tendency learning, ' ' or obtaining
' ' responsible action , ' ' an appropriate extension of a
Christian ' ' world and life view ' ' ? I do not believe we
will debate long about those questions . James 2 : 24 says
' ' You see that a man is justified by works and not by
faith alone . ' ' It is not critical to know whether or not the
inductively arranged line of evidence in the book is con
culsive . What is important is that Wolterstorff has re
marked the trail for Christian parents , teachers , and ad
mini� t�ators to nurture children into their own proper
cogmuve structure for moral action.
Parents and Christian school professionals will appreciate these nuggets from W olterstorff:
•

.

: ' The best defense against attacks on the consensus (tru
Isms) of one ' s commu nity is inoculation-presenting
and then refu ting arguments against the elements of
that consensus for one ' s students . I noculation is far more
effective than no defense at a l l , or reassuring defenses
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which never so much as mention objections . " (p . 6 1 . )
' ' The best technique for promoting internalization is in
duction- the offering of reasons , particularly other-ori
ented reasons , that is , reasons pointing ou t to the child
how the other person would fee l . A nd induction is par
ticularly effective when the reasons are offered by a par
ent accustomed to show affection to the child . " (p . 6 7 . )
" . . . i n order t o teach morality , the school must itself
be . a moral commu nity . More generally , to teach the
Christian way of life , the school must exhibit that way of
life . I t must be a commu nity of peace , shalom, love . . .
Moral action is important for the prese nt, not j ust the
future , for life in the classroom, not j ust life outside, for
that teacher and those childre n , not j ust for others . The
j oy and peace in human relations which moral action
brings should be present in each classroom-for its in
herent worth , not j ust for its instructional benefits . ' ' (p .
1 1 1 .)

I would urge the readers to see how these assertions are
derived and the context from which they are drawn.
Let me offer tangent thoughts j u st briefly . First, i n
my experience as a college teacher of both Christian and
non-Christian school graduates , I notice among the for
mer that they are knowledgeable , skilled and even pious
in behavior. They have cognitive structures . But when it
comes to putting themselves into the action, especially
when they are away from model moral (Reformed) lead
ers , too often they fall apart . The stress of reasoning, de
ciding and doing o n their own is intimidating and
alienating. They return to the comfort of the Christian
community where , despite some specific discomfortS
with conforming, they live out their cognitive structures
supported by Christian (Reformed ?) commu nity cus
toms and institu tions . Alternatively , they function in
the secular environment almost without revealing dis
tinctively moral (Reformed ?) cognitive structures , allow
ing the moral (Reformed ?) cognitions out of their com
partments only when in the company of familiar Chris
tians .
W olterstorff' s suggestion about inoculation has ap
plication here . For college students a very helpful, inoc
ulating learning experience is the internship : place the
junior or senior student into a temporary appointment
related to his or her academic preparation (not unlike
practice teaching) . It may be an entry level j ob or a tem
porary-assistant position to a middle level executive .
The student gets into the pressure , the cross winds of
decision- making, the winning and losing , and the back
waters of consequence from the decisions of others .
Sometimes interning in a secular social action agency is
extremely trying for the Christian fledging. The clien
tele tend to be society ' s victims , depressed and depress
ing. The inoculation part comes not simply from expo
sure , but by the students ' weekly sessions with faculty to
process their experiences-reconsidering their values
with their experiences ; comparing observations of and
perceptions about models , both Christian and non
Christian ; and engaging , as Wolterstorff suggests , in
Febru a ry I M a rch, 1982

causistic discussions to apply moral standards to real
cases .
D oes it work ? It is not " sure fire . " Nothing ever is
when the learning obj ectives are abstract and subjective .
Frequently , young adult, Reformed Christians are
loathe to discuss openly their self doubts , their inner
conlJ.icts , and their difficul ties in ap plying moral con
structs cheerfully and consistently . I cannot distinguish
the explanation for that reticence . Is it an ethnic inheri
tance ? Is it a corollary to being Reformed ? Is it an inven
tion of North American Reformed Christians who cher
ish homogeneous enclaves in a heterogeneous , worldly
society ?
Wolterstorff does not have all the answers either. But
he has raised old problems afresh, enlarged the scope of
issues to be considered , and pointed out promising
strategies to ' ' educating for responsible action . ' ' Thanks
be to God for this example of hard- nosed educational
inquiry . It is material for discussion in faculty forums ,
PTAs and church education groups . It should be " re
quired " (inoculating) material for Christian education
professionals who are or will be obtaining graduate de
grees at the great secular universities of the continent. It
is good Su nday afternoon reading material. But , most
of all , it is a basis for action.
X*************************
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Philosophy and Purpose
Organization and Administration
Business and Finance
School Personnel
Student Services
I nstruction
Physical Facilities
Public Relations
Each section has many su b- points to
help analyze that aspect of the school.
I n addition to making evaluative
judgments through a rating scale , the
evaluators are encouraged to provide
substantive evidence to support the
judgments made . This is accomplished
with specific questions , guide words or
phrases and / or the word " Comments "
with some b lank spaces on which to
wnte .
While the stated purpose of Step Up
is for use in self-evaluation by all school
personnel in the first of a five-step
evaluation procedure , it could well
serve other purposes . First of all , it
could be used by a new school admini
strator as a guideline for knowing his
supervisory responsibilities in a school
syste m . Second ly, any section of Step
Up has potential as a guideline to a
school board and staff for developing
that aspect of the school program .
Third ly , Step Up could be used to in
form teachers , staff members , board
members , and other commu nity per
sonnel about the comp lex structure of a
school system with the intent of help
ing them understand how changes in
one aspect of the program may have
ramifications in another aspect .

BOOiS
IN BRIEF
Donald Oppewal, Editor
STEP UP

by Philip Elve
CSI Publications ,
Grand Rapids , Michigan
1 9 80 , 7 1 pp .

TELLING THE G O OD NEWS

By Philip Elve
CSI Publications
Grand Rapids , Michigan
1 9 8 0 , 1 1 7 pp .

Reviewed by Carl Mulder

One important aspect of evaluating the
quality of a school is internal or self
evaluation . Step Up is a detailed
" check- list" of items designed to help
Christian school personnel to self- eval
uate . The purtJose for pub lishing this
self- evaluation guid e , as explained in
the introduction , is to help administra
tive personnel and teachers determine
if their school is as good as it could or
should be .
For purposes of analysis , the evalua
tion instrument is divided into eight
sections . These sections are :
Carl Mulder ir a Professor of Education at Calvin
College, Grand Rapids, MI.
Clarence Vredevoogd teaches Bible at Sylvan
Chnstian School, Grand Rapids, MI.
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Reviewed by Carl Mulder

This is a ' ' cookbook ' ' for preparing and
communicating i nformation about
your Christian school . The purpose of a
public relations progra m , Elve states ,
" . . . is to acquire good wil l " (p . 7) .
This theme is followed throughout the
manual . However , the author empha
sizes that good will (positive public
relations) is acquired by ' ' first doing
righ t , and then telling about it' ' (p . 6) .
This introduction sets the stage for
the statement that public relations is
everybody ' s business , since doing right
in schools is the responsibility of all
who support schools or function in the
schools . Board members , teachers , and
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parents are involved with the day by
day activities of the school . Thus , while
it is everybody ' s business to do right
and tell about it, these three . groups
have maj or responsibility in pub'lic rela
tions . Board members have the respon
sibility to communicate the main mes
sage of <; hristian education :
" We care . We care first of all about
Christ . We care about the truth . We
care about education. We care about
childre n . We care about parents and
their concerns " (p . 1 3 ) . Teachers have
the responsibility to commu nicate this
message in their teaching . Satisfied
parents have the responsibility to com
municate this message among them
selves and in the commu nity .
The remaining pages explain how to
prepare and tell the good news within
the school community and to the larger
community . E lve clearly exp lains how
to involve a variety of people in the
school community . Many ideas for us
ing the various public media for com
mu nicating the message are offered ,
with many examples provided .
Telling the Good News is an appro
priate publication for school boards
and administrators who are looking for
clear guidelines for establishing a
public relations program . It can also
serve as a guideline by which to mea
sure the comprehensiveness and quality
of an existing public relations program .
THE NICENE CREED
tflumined by modem thought

by Geddes MacGregor
William B. Eerdmans
Publishing Co .
Grand Rapids , M ichigan

Reviewed by Clarence Vredevoogd

Many interpretations of the tenets of
the Nicene Creed in this book will grate
on the sensitivities of one brought up
in the evangelical faith . Modern
thought, including a firm faith in
evolution , a full knowledge of and a
considerable adherence to the position
of " New Testament scholarship since
the middle of the last century-the
thoughtful Christian understanding , ' '
and an implied acceptance of the
Romish faith are guaranteed to clash
with the traditional orthodox evange li
cal interpretations of the Nicene Creed .
I n spite of this , the book is worthy of
reading and re- reading. The author
succeeds in knocking the props out
from under a complacent, lethargic ac
ceptance of words which have been
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du lled by repeuuon and thoughtless
assent. He presents the historic back
grou nds of each of the tenets , the scrip
tural basis for each , and their con
temporary applications . Utilizing wide
scientific knowledge in the biological
and physical sciences , as well as in
· psychology and parapsychology , he
probes into the meaning and implica
tions of each of the statements of the
Creed with thoughts delightful to read
and a challenge to contemplate .
From the first definition of belief,
positing that faith knows with a cer
tainty perhaps even more sure than em
pirical knowledge , to the view of the
resurrected life as a dynamic destiny in
an u nlimited fu ture the author invites
the reader to unusual vistas of thought .
The language is impeccable , the style
warm , inviting , and u nderstandable ,
and the level of intelligence uplifting.
If you read this book you will marvel
that one who is probably quite far
removed from your theological position
can be so close to you in the bottom
line comprehension of the basic tenets
of our catholic faith . You will feel more
close to God in Christ than ever before .
The horizons of your own u nderstand
ing of what it means to believe will be
broadened and appreciated as never
before . Perhaps , even in your disagree
ments , you will find yourself more fit
ted for the communion of saints now
available to us on earth and demanded
of us when we who believe the affirma
tions of the Creed forever enter the
presence of God .

way of direction for a facu lty or admini
stration to implement it.

pie we know or people whose church or
i nstitutions we know does not exist in
this pub lication .

TWO USEFUL
BIBLE S TUD Y A IDS

CONCISE BIBLE HA NDB O OK

by David and Pat Alexander
Wm . B. Eerdmans Publishing Co .
Grand Rapids , Michiga n . 1 980

CONCISE BIBLE ENCYCL OPEDIA

Pat A lexander, Editor
Wm . B. Eerdmans Pub lishing Co . ,
Grand Rapids , Michiga n . 1 980

Reviewed by Clarence Vredevoog d

This concise book contains almost all of
the material fou nd in Eerdman 's
Bible Handbook, but without colored
pictures . It contains articles such as Bi
ble translations , Jesus Christ and the
Bible , and Introducing the Bible , fol
lowed by what we have come to expect
from a Bible Handbook : a synopsis of
the purpose and content of each book
in the order fou nd in the Bible , and ex
planations of some of the more difficult
items within each book .
The honesty and the orthodoxy with
which the interpretations of scripture
are presented encourage trust in the
publication . The size of the book (4 i n .
x 8 1/z in . ) a n d the clarity o f print make
1 it easy for a student to handle . The
many drawings and maps enhance its
usefulness . This is the book with which
to begin the study of any of the books
of the Bible .

Reviewed by Clarence Vredevoogd

More than j ust a Biblical fact-finder
covering everything from Aaron to
Zophar, this little book has a bonus
thirty six articles on such topics as : ar
cheology , Bible translation, daily life ,
feasts and festivals , religion of Israel ,
and war. The concise format contains
practically everthing in the original
Eerdman 's Bible Encyclopedia ( 1 9 7 8 )

except color. The book is an invitation
to handle , measuring only four inches
by eight-and-a-half inches . Truly it is a
handy and helpfu l tool for Biblical
scholars of all ages .
An interesting fact about the book
may prove to be an advantage of ob
jectivity . Contributors to it are all
English scholars of note , but who are
little known in America. Any bias
which might influence the work of peo-

RA TIONALE FOR A CHRISTIAN
COLLEGE

by Theodore Plantinga
Paideia / Premier Press
S t . Catharines
Ontario , Canada, 1 98 0

Reviewed by Review Editor

This one hu ndred- page paperback is
written in an essay conversational style
suitable for a high school senior, or a
secular u niversity student looking for a
better option . Commissioned by the
Ontario Christian College Association,
which has recently founded Redeemer
College in Hamilton , Ontario, it serves
more as a public relations piece than it
does a b lueprint for the aims and cur
ricu lum of a Christian College . It pro
vides a good layman ' s look at why a
Christian college needs a distinctive
curriculum , but it provides little in the
Febru a ry I M a rch, 1982
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Frederick

Nohl

Richard Henry Horne , a 1 9 th-century
English poet, rightly called prayer " the
voice of faith . ' ' But if you accept his
definition, you ' II also have to accept
that prayer differs from person to per
son and from age to age . Which
shouldn ' t be hard , for certainly a six
year-old ' s faith differs from a sixty
year-old ' s , making his prayers different
too .
This point (among others) is force
fully made in Talking with God, a
sound filmstrip based on interviews
with some fifty first to third graders . By
letting the interviews help shape the
script , the producers have come up
with an unusually useful and reality
oriented product-one that reveals
what children think about prayer, how
they pray , and why they think and pray
the way they do.
I n keeping with its origins , the film
strip shows a teacher asking children
about their prayer life . The children
respond by defining prayer, telling
when and where they pray , and ex
plaining how they learned to pray .
They talk about the kinds of prayers
they pray and how they feel after hav
ing prayed . They also give examples of
favorite prayers .
The filmstrip ' s purpose is to stimu
late conversation about prayer and its
possibilities . I ts main audience is the
child in grades one to three . However,
it' ll prove equally useful to teachers
and parents , if only to remind them
that their prayer needs and expressions
are not those of their childre n .
Still , b y praying together, both
children and adults can grow together.
As the Leader's Guide says : " Together
(they) can rej oice with praise and
Frederick Noh/ zs a senior editor of NURSING
82, a monthly professional journal for nurses
published by Intermed Communications, Inc. ,
Spn'nghouse, Pennsylvania.
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thanksgiving for their j oys and happi
ness . Together they can begin to listen
to the quiet voice of calm that comes as
part of quiet thinking and meditation .
To approach the experiences of praying
together like this will help add variety
to both the form and content of chil
dre n ' s prayers , and praying will happen
in a way that is natural and meaningful
to both the children and the adults . ' '
Besides background information and
teaching suggestions , the 2 4 - page
Leader' s Guide contains a filmstrip
reading script . This script , in turn , is
voiced on a 7 - minute record , the flip
side of which contains seven prayer
centered songs and instrumentals . The
filmstrip ' fifty frames , all full color, in
clude both live photography and children ' s art .
This Graded Press production lists
for $ 7 . 7 5 . If your favorite religious sup
ply house doesn ' t handle it, try the
nearest Cokesbury bookstore or a
Cokesbury regional service center such
as the one at 2 0 1 Eighth Ave . S o . ,
Nashville , TN 3 7 202 .
·

Why would any well-fed youth group
want to plan a famine ? Well, one rea
son might be because they care about
the two- thirds of the world that goes to
bed every night hungry .
In any case , if you ' ve been looking
for a way to help sensitize youth (or
children and adults) to human need ,
Planned Famine could be an answer.
This program , developed by World Vi
sion, consists of a 30-hour Friday
afternoon - to-Saturday-evening group
fast. During this time , participants
view films , discuss Scripture , and wor
ship together-all to get a better grip
on what is an everyday reality for much
of humanity .
Program materials are furnished free
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by World Vision . This includes a lead
e r's manual , publicity materials , film
lists , and report forms . Optional " Let
It Growl " T-shirts may be ordered at
$ 3 . 5 0 eac h .
There ' s a catc h , o f course (if you
want to call it that) . A program folder
puts it this way :
' ' Before your young people begin
the program , they agree to contribute
the ' food money ' they save-$2 . 00 per
meal . . . a total of $6 . 00-and place it in
a special offering for the hungry .
' ' Also , each participant tries to get at
least ten ' supporters ' -people who will
be willing to match his $6 . 00 contribu
tion . Supporters are also asked to seri
ously consider bypassing at least one
meal during the 30- hour famine .
' ' This means that each participant
will make possible a donation of at least
$66-a sum that will support four hun
gry children for a whole month .
" Your group is free to channel 60
percent of the money donated to any
hunger program of your choosing.
Many youth groups put 60 percent of
their gifts into the hunger programs of
their denomination and 40 percent into
the work of World Vision . Some prefer
to send 1 00 percent to World Vision .
The choice is up to you . "
For more information about Planned
Famine, write World Vision , 9 1 9 W .
Hu ntington Dr. , Monrovia , C A 9 1 0 1 6 .
World Visio n , b y the way , describes
itself as ' ' an interdenominational
ou treach of Christians concerned for
the physical and spiritual needs of peo
ple throughout the world . ' '

�

Among publishers , Abingdon (20 1
Eighth Ave . S o . , Nashville , TN 3 7 202)
continues to supply Christian educators
with pleasant surprises . For example , a
recent release well worth your attention
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is Television A wareness Training, aptly
subtitled The Viewer 's Guide for Fami
ly and Com m unity . This is a big book
(280 oversize pages) with a price to
match ($ 1 2 . 9 5) , but neither the dollars
nor the time you ' II need to invest to
make it your own should stop you from
doing just that.
For the fact is , if you ' re at all hooked
on TV, a trip through this book can
on TV, a trip thorught this book can
change your whole approach to the me
diu m . And if you doubt the need for a
change , maybe you ' re u nderestimating
TV ' s power. As editor Ben Logan re
minds us , TV is " the most pervasive
and persuasive of all values teachers , ' '
subtly shaping us and our outlooks on
life-often without our even realizing
it.
I n any case , here ' s a two-part re
source ready-made for individual , fam
ily , or Christian-school study (especially
by teens and adults) . Part I offers
twe lve lessons , each with background
readings and worksheets calling for re
sponses based on actual TV viewing .
Topics covered include TV violence ,

stereotype s , advertising , sexuality ,
news , sports , and game shows , plus a
look at how TV affects children and the
ways it handles theology . Part II pro
vides nineteen additional readings ,
each related to one or more of the basic
lessons .
Credit for much of the book ' s con
tent goes to the Media Action Research
Center, I nc . (MARC) , an independent
TV study group begun in 1 974 with a
grant from the United Methodist
Churc h . O ne of its proj ects has been
the Television Awareness Training Pro
gram (T-A-T) , orginally developed in
cooperation with the U nited Methodist
Churc h , the Church of the Brethere n ,
a n d the American Lutheran Church.
As defined by MARC , " T-A-T is a
curriculum which helps persons be
come more aware of the messages and
influence of the television experience ,
become more creative in the use of TV ,
and work for a television system that
better serves the needs of the public .
T-A-T resource materials , in addition
to this book , include nine films , a
leader' s training manual , and a design

for study in settings ranging from one
hour to maj or workshops of eight two
hour sessions . T-A-T National Trainers
conduct weekend workshops through
out the United States . "
Further information abou t T-A-T is
available from MARC , Suite 1 3 7 0 , 4 7 5
Riverside Dr. , New York , N Y 1 0 1 1 5 ,
phone (2 1 2)865 -6690 . If you live in
Canada, write T-A-T Canada, 8 5 St.
Clair, East, Toronto M4T 1 M 8 .

(@

A sense of humor-what teacher can
survive a classroom without it? Or for
that matter, what politician? Maybe
that ' s why I think this Newsweek anec
dote deserves the widest possible distri
bution :
" When (the late Egyptian president
Anwar) Sadat visited Jerusalem , (Israeli
prime minister Menachem) Begin gave
him a tie as a personal present. When
Begin in turn visited Cario, he gave Sa
dat a second tie . On their third meet
ing at Camp David , Sadat was sporting
the first of his two gift ties . ' So what' s
wrong ? ' asked Begin, shaking hands .
' You don ' t like the second tie ? " '

A litre is a nest of'y ou 1;1 g baby, animals .
,,, , "'
eggs'.
The cuckoo does not lay fts
A circle is a line which meets its other end without ending .
The dodo is a bird that is neady decent now .
.
To remove air from a flask, Jill the flask with water, tip the water oueand ut the cork In · utck .
'"
;;w:
It is a well known fact thata deceased body w a rp s the mind .%
, .
Yt
.
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For dog bite : Put the,dog away for several 1 ay.s . If he ha�'�qt re?ov� r�d ; trhen��lll}t·
"'
''
"
"'
tr
em·:;,l?
Dew is formed on the leaves wben the sun shines own on"'them' ��d ma:k
A person should take a bath ons:e in the summernme and,. nor qutte �o often 10 tlae- �4nte
w t¥J
Algebraic symbols are used when you do not know what you are taJkmg ab��t;
'*
�I
w
.
insects
against
protectioq
'*''
The pistol of a flower is its only
To collect fumes of sulpqp r,: Hold a deacon over a name in a'·test tube .
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To remove dust from eye : Pu ll the eye over the nose .
,
,,
, ray nose u ntil it drops into you r throat.
For head colds : Use an agoniz e r to sp
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